
10:00 formal, ur-
gent, walks rapidly

seems to be searching for something specific 
but cannot find it
circling around the meats
flits around quickly, a fast,
hurried walk
lost
10:04

10:05
prepared for the outdoors
walks in wonder
stops to stare at every shop
sampling

touches a wrapped pastry
purchases a pastry
cinnamon sticky bun
10:08

10:10 
meandering w/ spouse 
hands in pocket

attaches basket to cart
picks up head of lettuce in each hand, weighing them 
in palms
grasps yams, pointing at them, discusses w/ spouse
grabs tomatoes, now apples, stares at ground weirdly, 
grabs another plastic bag, licks finger to open the bag, 
on a second thought picks another apple
looks at a mountain of potatoes, moves on to carrots 
and garlic
picks up tiny metal object, shakes near ear - no idea 
where it came from
more plastic bags
pointing to the bags of baby carrots, discusses w/ 
spouse on every item
interacts smoothly
picks up a clove of garlic - a really big clove, looks at it 
suspiciously
on to vegetables / snack section / wall
seems unsure, scanning across pile of greens before him
again, discussing w/ spouse, a lot of communication 
between the two on what to purchase
10:20

10:21
checks back pocket for wallet
friends with policeman
walks out
10:22

10:22
two plastic bags and a backpack
knew exactly where to go
waiting in line, hands in coat pockets, swaying back and forth, looking around
staring at the menu, searching for what to purchase
asks questions about the crepes and topping options
Caramel Peach & Strawberry sweet crepe
digs around in backpack for wallet, pays in cash
10:25

10:27
businesswear, group of three
in line
pointing certain cheeses out, one hand in pocket, pos-
sibly a cheese connoisseur
explains to one of the them with the help of another 
member which are good to taste
discussing which to try with the cashier, really friendly
eats a small wedge sample, commenting on the taste 
and aroma
one hand still in pocket
engaged in a conversation purely about cheese, not 
talking now - other member is talking
still scanning which to try or purchase
decide on a medium-sized wedge, packaged by cashier
still discussing cheese very passionately, tries another 
sample
foot tapping
two people join the group, continues to try cheese
the two leave after a brief thirty second discussion
back to cheese...
gutteral laugh
has no sampled four different cheeses, chews very 
thoroughly
hands back into pocket
fifth sample
pointing at another two cheeses
bends over for a closer look
another sample
laughing with friends
very casual
younger than others in group, who seem to take the 
lead in selecting and discussion
still at cheese stand
10:37

10:39
phone in back left pocket
luggage backpack w/ wheels
observing the windows selection while 
twirling a nametag draped around neck
walks at an above-average pace, constant-
ly looking around
left arm swings
head is like: left, right, left, right

touching and sampling shea butters
smells them
10:45

10:45
walks at slow, slow pace
newspaper in left hand
nearly bumps into an older woman

checking pockets for change / money
leans, elbow on counter before moving forward
knows exactly what to order
takes a coffee cup cardboard sleeve
receives coffee
seems to be in a surly mood
quite patient seeing as the line is moderately long
peering at what other people ordered
shifts newspaper under right arm
grabs creamer / milk with left arm, pours a small 
amount in, and recaps the cup
does not add sugar
leaves
10:50

10:50
with satchel holding a cup of 
coffee from Old City Coffee

very polite, always waits for people 
to cross
turns around at produce, navigat-
ing the store
looking at Naked refrigerator 
but does not select anything, all 
healthy items
holds cup of coffee vertically 
between thumb and pinky
circling around rapidly
returns to Naked refrigerator, 
grabs a mango smoothie, walks 
directly to register, purchases with 
cash, places receipt and change in 
jacket pocket
walks away
10:54

10:54
group of five, all with backpacks
holding some object covered with 
a jacket
observing the menu carefully
walks to register, orders a sand-
wich and fountain drink
takes wallet out of left pocket
pays in cash
places wallet back into backpack
objects seem to be a large stack of 
rolled-up posters covered by the 
jacket
zips up backpack
thanks the cashier
waiting at register periodically 
sipping straw
10:58


